Aerchute HummerChute model has received UK
CAA type certification
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Aerochute HummerChute model has received UK CAA type certification. It is the only legal two-seater powered
parachute in UK!
Here is the news from Advance online magazine.
http://adsadvance.co.uk/aerochute-s-powered-parachute-gains-uk-caa-approval.html

CASA approved disc brake and cruise control kit
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Cruise Control
It is always good to have some improvements for your Aerochute. One of the options people have asked for is
cruise control so we have designed a cruise control unit that is safe, affordable and easy to install.
The Cruise Control was originally designed and approved for the HummerChute. It is now approved for the
Aerochute Dual. We have redesigned the original foot throttle stop which can now have a dual purpose to also
hold the cruise control throttle cable. The structure is also improved to prevent it from bending due to heavy
load.
The cruise control lever is placed on the right hand side in front of the front seat bar for easy access. It is very
easy to operate. The pilot simply controls the foot throttle bar as usual and then locks the throttle bar in position
using the lever. You can easily unlock the throttle either by the lever or your foot to flick the throttle bar back to
the original position.

Cruise control lever

Cruise control throttle bar

Cruise control cable holder

Disc brake
The disc brake was also originally designed and approved for the HummerChute. With the new approval, it is
now available for Aerochute Dual owners too!
The disc brake kit consists of two sets of brake discs and callpers, wheel mounts and brake handles. The disc
brake is fitted to the rear wheels and the brake handles is mounted on the right hand side of the seat. The disc
brake has been used and loved by many HummerChute owners. It not only reduces the landing distance
effectively but can also be used as a steering brake with the brake handles.

Brake disc

Disc brake caliper

Brake handles

The disc brake and cruise control kit are available now and sold separately. They come as a kit with installation
guide so that you can install it by yourself. We also provide installation service when requested.
Contact us to order the parts and for more information!

HummerChute Type Certificate and Service
Bulletin
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Dear HummerChute owners,




CASA has finalised the approval documents and issued a type certificate to signify the
airworthiness of the HummerChute.
CASA has issued service bulletins for all the HummerChutes with frame No. between 376‐
463. These aircraft are required to perform the upgrades in order to comply with the type
certificate.
The service bulletins, which can be downloaded here (Service Bulletins), contain detailed
instructions for the upgrades.
SB‐15‐30L for HummerChutes with 30L fuel tank
SB‐15‐46L for HummerChutes with 46L fuel tank
Once completed, please fill in and sign the compliance form, on the last page of the service
bulletin, and send it back to Aerochute Industries.
If you have any questions please contact us on 086‐396‐0942.

